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Giardini Central Pavilion. Photo by Francesco Galli. Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia
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Biennale Architettura 2021
How will we live together?
Giardini, Arsenale, Forte Marghera – Venice, Italy
May 22 – November 21, 2021

WHY LIQUID
LIQUID (lik’-wid): 1. a state of

The 17th International Architecture Exhibition titled How will we live together?, curated by
Hashim Sarkis and organized by La Biennale di Venezia, will be open to the public from Saturday 22
May to Sunday 21 November 2021 at the Giardini and Arsenale venues. The preview will be held on
20 and 21 May and the inauguration ceremony will take place on Saturday 22 May 2021.

matter with definite volume but no
definite shape, composed of
molecules which move freely
among themselves but do not tend
to separate like those of gases. 2. a
state of matter, between gaseous
and solid, that flows and takes the
shape of its container.
3. liquid architecture is a symphony
of space, but a symphony that
never repeats and continues to
develop, is an extension of our
bodies, and like us, it has an
identity. (Marcos Novak)
ITSLIQUID is a communication
platform for contemporary art,
architecture and design. ITSLIQUID
is based on fluidity, motion,
connection and accessibility.
Making things easy to do.
Welcome.

BE LIQUID
ITSLIQUID offers you the
possibility of sending press releases
to over 200,000 qualified
subscribers. Among them
architects, designers, collectors, art
critics, curators, dealers, and other
personalities of the International
art, architecture and design world.
For more info click here
Submit Your Design and
Architectural Projects
Anyone may submit design and
architectural projects for inclusion
on ITSLIQUID platform. The text
and images submitted go through
an approval and editing process
before appearing on the website.
For more info click here
ITSLIQUID can cover the role of
Press Office of your company or
institution. We manage your
relations with the media (print, TV,
on-line magazines) tuning the flow
of information according to your
needs. For more info contact us
here

Hashim Sarkis. Photo by Jacopo Salvi. Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia

The International Exhibition includes 112 participants in competition from 46 countries, with a
growing delegation from Africa, Latin America and Asia and with comparable representation of men
and women. The Exhibition is organized into five scales, three are exhibited in the Arsenale and two
in the Central Pavilion: Among Diverse Beings, As New Households, As Emerging Communities, Across
Borders, As One Planet.
A part of the Exhibition is titled How will we play together?, a contribution by 5 international
participating architects who have designed a project dedicated to children’s play, on exhibit at Forte
Marghera and open to the public.

Emerging Communities. Skidmore Owings Merrill. In Life Beyond Earth, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and the European Space Agency explore
what it would take to extend human civilization beyond earth and establish a new frontier in space. Photo by Moon Village © SOM|Slashcube
Gmb

This edition also includes a series of participations out of competition: Stations + Co-Habitats,
research into the five scales with relative case studies developed by researchers from universities
around the world (Architectural Association, American University of Beirut, The Bartlett, Columbia
University, Cooper Union, ETH Zurich, Ethiopian Institute of Architecture, Building Construction and
City Development EiABC, ETSAM – Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid, Harvard
University, Hong Kong University, Iuav University of Venice, KIT Karlsruhe, KU Leuven, Rice University,
and the Venice Lab, a consortium of research groups at MIT); the special participation by the Israeli
artist Michal Rovner in the Central Pavilion; the special project by Studio Other Spaces (represented
by Olafur Eliasson and Sebastian Behmann) which presents UN Assembly for the Future, featuring
contributions by all the participants; the theme of sports is the subject of an outdoor installation at
the Giardini titled How will we play sport together?; a special event by the Vuslat Foundation
presents an installation by Giuseppe Penone at the Arsenale.

Arsenale. Photo by Andrea Avezzù. Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia

For the fifth consecutive year, La Biennale di Venezia and the Victoria and Albert Museum, London
present the Special Project at the Pavilion of Applied Arts (Arsenale, Sale d’Armi A) titled Three
British Mosques. In collaboration with architect Shahed Saleem, the exhibition looks at the often
undocumented do-it-yourself world of mosques adapted for this use.

Overview Arsenale. Photo by Andrea Avezzù. Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia

This year the 17th International Architecture Exhibition will intersect with the 15th International
Festival of Contemporary Dance from 23 July to 1 August, hosting at the Arsenale, in the section of
the Exhibition titled Among Diverse Beings, the installations and dancers-choreographers of the
Biennale College. Under the mentorship of the artistic director of Biennale Danza Wayne McGregor,
they will create short choreographic fragments, “snapshots” or “sketches” inspired by the signs,
materials and themes of the Architecture Exhibition.

Among Diverse Begins. Studio Ossidiana. Variation on a Bird Cage, 2019-20. Courtesy of Studio Ossidiana

62 national participations will bring to life the historic Pavilions in the Giardini, at the Arsenale and
in the historic city centre of Venice, with 4 countries taking part in the Biennale Architettura for the
first time: Grenada, Iraq, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan Republic.
The Italian Pavilion at the Tese delle Vergini in the Arsenale, sponsored and promoted by the
Ministry of Culture, General Direction for Contemporary Creativity, is curated by Alessandro Melis.
17 Collateral Events have been approved by the Curator, promoted by national and international
non-profit entities and institutions. Organized in various venues in the city of Venice, they present a
broad spectrum of contributions and participations that enrich the pluralism of voices that
distinguishes the Exhibition.

Giardini 2019. Photo by Andrea Avezzù. Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia

The programme of the 17th Exhibition is complemented by the Meetings on Architecture,
encounters with architects, scholars and professionals from around the world. The protagonists will
attempt to answer the question How will we live together? in a series of dialogues focusing on the
new challenges that climate change brings to architecture, on the role of public space in the recent
urban uprisings, on the new techniques of reconstruction and the changing forms of collective
building; on the architecture of education and the education of the architect, on the relationship
between curating and architecture.

Emerging Communities. Arquitectura Expandida. La Casa de la Lluvia [de ideas] /The House of the Rain [of ideas], a cultural and environmental
community space, La Cecilia neighborhood, San Cristóbal District, Bogotá D.C. Self-building process. 2012-ongoing. Courtesy of Arcquitectura
Expandida

The official catalogue, titled How will we live together?, consists of two volumes. Volume I, edited by
Hashim Sarkis, is dedicated to the International Exhibition. Volume II is dedicated to the National
Participations and the Collateral Events. The Exhibition Guide is conceived to accompany the
visitor along the exhibition route. The publications also include two books in English, published by La
Biennale di Venezia, titled Co-Habitats and Expansions, which reflect on the themes developed in the
Exhibition. The coordinated graphic identity of the Biennale Architettura and the layout of the books
are by Omnivore, Inc.
The Special Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement in memoriam of this year edition, is dedicated to
the Italian architect, designer, scenographer, artist and critic Lina Bo Bardi. The acknowledgment was
recommended by Hashim Sarkis and approved by the Board of Directors of La Biennale di Venezia.
more. www.labiennale.org

Lina Bo Bardi at the SESC Pompeia auditorium. Photo by Bob Wolfenson. Courtesy of Instituto Bardi / Casa de Vidro
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Are you an artist, architect, designer? Would you like to be featured on ITSLIQUID platform? Send an
e-mail to info@itsliquid.com or fill the form below
Name/Surname *

Message *

Email *

City/Country

Website

SEND
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Our design proposal for the Shenzhen Opera House aims

Uniting the creative visions of artist Rei Naito and architect
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White Cave is a retail and gallery space on the first floor of

With an underlying concept of Diversity Within Unity, the
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